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Htek IP phones Release Notes of Version 

 

Introduction: 

❖ Product Model: 

UC926/UC926E/UC924/UC924E/UC912E/UC923/UC902/UC903/UC912/UC9

12G/UC901/UC862/UC842/UC860P/840P/806P/UC806G/UC806T/UC804P/

UC804G/UC804T/803P/802P/UC802T 

❖ Firmware Version:  

UC8XX/UC9XX--2.0.4.6.15 

❖ Release Date:  

2019.01.23 

 

Version: 2.0.4.6.15 

New Add Features 

⚫ Added  a hint for the firmware that the phone needs to be upgraded. 

Delete Features 

⚫ N/A 

Improve Features 

⚫ N/A 

Fix issue 
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⚫ Fixed an issue that gets phonebook by https. 

⚫ Fixed an issue with drawing DSS Key. 

⚫ Fixed an issue of E series accessing Web GUI access through https. 

⚫ Fixed an issue of time synchronization will wake up the phone from screen saver. 

 

Version: 2.0.4.6.13 

New Add Features 

⚫ N/A 

Delete Features 

⚫ N/A 

Improve Features 

⚫ N/A 

Fix issue 

⚫ Fixed an issue when saving forward settings on the phone, the Arrow Navigation Key doesn’t work 

for 2 second. 

⚫ Fixed an issue the phone would be stuck for a few seconds if dialing immediately after the last call 

ended. 

⚫ Fixed a connection issue with phone and Bluetooth. 

⚫ Fixed an issue that the phone cannot register after restarting the server. 

⚫ Fixed the daylight-saving time abnormality issue when switching back and forth between daylight 

saving time.  

⚫ Fixed a disk read and write issue that caused the GUI to get stuck. 

 

Version: 2.0.4.6.12 
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New Add Features 

⚫ Remote phonebook supports TFTP and FTP transfer protocol, and the size of phonebook file is up 

to 512K. 

Delete Features 

⚫ N/A 

Improve Features 

⚫ Optimized SRTP call function. 

⚫ Optimized BroadSoft features synchronization.   

⚫ ACD login & logout process. 

⚫ Execute call pickup function by BLF List. 

⚫ Keep the phone and BroadSoft platform Forward status in sync. 

⚫ DSSKey will be cleared immediately when Flexible Seating Guest Out.  

⚫ Blank BLFList DSSKey will be cleared when BLF List mode set as Automatically. 

⚫ Change ACD [Login/Logout] button to [Sign In/Sign Out]. 

⚫ Modify the name and note of [SIP Date Override Time] & [Account (SIP Date Override Time)]. 

 

Fix issue 

⚫ Fixed a call park process issue. 

⚫ Fixed some crash issues  

⚫ Hold & Resume when using ZRTP. 

⚫ Try to get configuration file through the non-existent path in the Providecode file 

⚫ Fixed a Dial Plan issue. 

⚫ Fixed an issue where the volume heard by the receiver was too low. 

⚫ Fixed the UC926E Bluetooth pairing list is not accurate issue. 
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⚫ Fixed the on-hook dial number loss issue after the phone connecting to Bluetooth. 

⚫ Fixed the Bluetooth auto connect failed issue when the UC926E Bluetooth link is in sleep mode. 

⚫ Fixed a transfer failed via *code issue. 

⚫ Fixed a transfer failed issue cause by input letters. 

⚫ Fixed an issue where the port of the Application layer and the IP layer sometimes did not match 

when using the TCP/TLS transport protocol. 

⚫ Fixed the Daylight-Saving Time work failure issue of E series phone. 

⚫ Fixed an issue where the phone did not send registration packets due to the BLF delay timer.  

⚫ Fixed an issue that adjust volume when Alert ring is ringing, the ringtone will be abnormal. 


